ARTIST OPEN CALL
Exhibition:
Jazz Music + Art
(A group exhibition of paintings,
conceptual sound installation, and
music)

Exhibition theme:
'Jazz Music + Art' will be a multidisciplinary group exhibition that will explore the
relationship between jazz music and visual art through their interaction and influences
on each other. The artworks should showcase rhythm and movement as artists create
engaging experiences for the audience through various methods of emulating music
techniques, such as colour, repetition, and layering in visual art and contemporary
interactive installations. The installations should present the influence of sound in the
creation of art and exemplify how music has inspired the artworks as well as the artmaking process.
The goal would be to create an engaging exhibition that addresses the interdisciplinary
nature of visual art and music, while highlighting historical aspects of the jazz
movement, and the artists that engage with new medias and musical concepts. The
artworks featured in this exhibition would be selected for their use of bold colours,
shapes, and interactive sound art that reflects music in contemporary visual art. The
exhibition aims to feature a multitude of diverse contemporary artists from visual artists
to conceptual installation artists, to sound artists and musicians.
Through the open call, we hope to feature artists who are inspired and/or influenced by
jazz music or any musical
influences within their visual practice or musical practice.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
The Art Gallery of Grande Prairie (AGGP) welcomes proposals from artists in all media
for the upcoming exhibition that reflects on the proposed theme.
The AGGP pays fees to artists and curators in accord with CARFAC/CARCC
standards.
Submission Requirements:
•
•
•
•

Artist’s curriculum vitae
Artist Statement
Up to 10 jpgs images* with corresponding image list (Title, Medium, Size, Year |
optional – paragraph describing image)
A written project proposal of work to be submitted for theme

*For digital images submit only .jpg files in RGB format at a resolution of 150 dpi, with a
maximum size of 4 MB and a maximum of 2000 pixels on the longest side.
Deadline: Wednesday, March 30, 2022, at 8:00pm MST
To apply please email your submissions to: manar@aggp.ca

